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Chapter 2

AN EVIDENCE QUALITY ASSESSMENT
MODEL FOR CYBER SECURITY
POLICYMAKING

Atif Hussain, Siraj Shaikh, Alex Chung, Sneha Dawda and Madeline
Carr

Abstract A key factor underpinning a state’s capacity to respond to cyber secu-
rity policy challenges is the quality of evidence that supports decision
making. As part of this process, policy advisers, essentially a diverse
group that includes everyone from civil servants to elected policy mak-
ers, are required to assess evidence from a mix of sources. In time-critical
scenarios where relevant expertise is limited or not available, assessing
threats, risk and proportionate response based on official briefings, aca-
demic sources and industry threat reports can be very challenging. This
chapter presents a model for assessing the quality of evidence used in
policymaking. The utility of the model is illustrated using a sample of
evidence sources and it is demonstrated how different attributes may be
used for comparing evidence quality. The ultimate goal is to help re-
solve potential conflicts and weigh findings and opinions in a systematic
manner.

Keywords: Evidence quality assessment, cyber security, policymaking

1. Introduction
Research in cyber security tends to focus on technical factors, vulnerabili-

ties and solutions. Some research focuses on the “human dimension,” but these
studies look predominantly at end-users. However, regulatory and policy frame-
works also have significant implications with regard to cyber security. Policy
advisers, sometimes with limited relevant expertise and often in time-critical
scenarios, are asked to assess evidence from a mix of sources such as official
threat intelligence, academic research and industry threat reports. The diverse
evidence base is then used to make judgments about threats, risk, mitigation
and consequences, and offer advice that shapes the national regulatory land-
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scape, foreign and domestic security policy and/or various public and private
sector initiatives. The research presented in this chapter is motivated by the
need to better support decision making in the United Kingdom policy commu-
nity when interpreting, evaluating and understanding evidence related to cyber
security.

The decisions made by policy advisers in many ways shape the landscape
and ecosystem within which other actors operate. A better understanding
of the influences on such decision making is essential to identifying how the
policymaking community can be supported in making sound policy decisions
that foster continued innovation and mitigate current and future cyber security
threats.

This research is motivated by the following key questions:

What evidence do U.K. policymakers rely upon?

What is the quality of the evidence?

How effective are the judgments about threats, risks, mitigation and con-
sequences based on the evidence?

Understanding how U.K. policymakers select evidence, why they place one
source over another and how adeptly they can recognize possible weaknesses or
flaws in evidence are central to addressing these research questions.

This chapter presents a simple model that supports the quality assessment
of a variety of evidence sources used in cyber security policymaking. Given the
diversity of the sources, some of which may be conflicting or contradictory, an
evaluation of the quality of the available evidence can help resolve potential
divergence. The proposed Evidence Quality Assessment Model (EQAM) is a
two-dimensional map that uses a set of attributes to position evidence samples
relative to each other. The attributes are derived from the literature and from
a series of semi-structured interviews of policy advisers from the U.K. cyber
security policy community.

2. Evidence and Policy Challenges
Policymakers use a diverse evidence base to make judgments about threats,

risk, mitigation and consequences, and offer advice that shapes the national reg-
ulatory landscape, foreign and domestic security policy, and a range of public
and private sector initiatives. In this context, evidence assessment for policy-
making is a particular problem for three reasons:

First, some of the evidence is contradictory and/or potentially carries
within it specific agendas or goals that may impede its rigor and reliability.
The “politicization” of cyber security evidence is increasingly problematic
because states may trust threat intelligence based on whether the sources
are located within their sovereign borders instead of the quality of the
research.
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Second, it is extremely difficult to conclusively attribute cyber attacks
and to quantify the costs of cyber insecurity. For policy advisers, the
lack of clarity about the concrete financial implications of cyber secu-
rity vulnerabilities and incidents makes it challenging to develop sound
responses. Without clarity about the role of specific communities of per-
petrators, policy alternatives can be disconnected from the real threats,
targeting individuals or groups who may not, in fact, be the key malicious
actors. These challenges mean that existing evidence often only partially
supports policy advisers’ evaluations of cyber security risks, threats and
consequences – and the resulting recommendations.

Third, the cyber security landscape is developing rapidly and spans many
areas, including national security, human rights, commercial concerns and
infrastructure vulnerabilities. Consequently, policy advisers must bal-
ance a range of possibly conflicting interests that compete for attention.
Different conceptions of what “cyber security” means to different policy
communities raises real impediments to a unified response. Network secu-
rity, economic security, privacy and identity security, and data security all
represent diverse conceptions and priorities that are commonly referred
to as “cyber security.”

The rise of evidence-based policy making under the Blair government promp-
ted several studies focused on the way U.K. policy advisers engage with and in-
terpret evidence. Early in this process, Solesbury [27] argued for careful critical
analysis of what exactly constitutes “evidence,” pointing out the relationship
between knowledge and power, and the role that selecting and interpreting ev-
idence plays under this approach to policymaking. This leads to several ques-
tions. What evidence do U.K. policymakers rely upon in this context? What
is the quality of the evidence? How effective are the judgments about threats,
risks, mitigation and consequences based on the evidence? Understanding how
U.K. policymakers select evidence, why they weight one source over another
and how adeptly they can recognize possible weaknesses or flaws in evidence
are central to addressing these questions.

Evidence-based policymaking has been a core concept in contemporary U.K.
policymaking since the 1990s. However, there is a lack of agreement in the pol-
icy community on the level of clarity and definition of evidence, and the aca-
demic or scientific standards that should be applied to the evidence. This has
resulted in the popularization and politicization of evidence-based policymaking
as a catch-phrase instead of a policy process that utilizes rigorous methodology
and systematic analysis [6, 16, 17, 21, 34]. In addition, modern technologi-
cal concerns are increasingly complex and, therefore, render an approach that
solely relies on evidence-based policymaking rather simplistic compared with
nuanced forms of policymaking where evidence is contextualized within the
policy process and objectives. Evidence-based policymaking involves a critical
approach based on replicable scientific studies. It responds to the belief that
past policy decisions may have relied on the biased selection of evidence. It also
seeks to address the influence of untested views of individuals or groups who
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represent vested interests, tradition, ideology, prejudice and/or speculation [4].
Evidence-based policymaking therefore attempts to reduce uncertainty and in-
crease clarity in decision making by drawing on rigorous information to turn
policy goals into concrete, achievable actions [26].

In recent years, the policymaking landscapes in some developed countries
have led to innovative governance models for dealing with cyber security in-
stead of relying on evidence-based policymaking or other traditional forms of
policymaking such as the rational model, implied model, enlightenment model,
knowledge-driven model, political model and tact model [16, 23, 32]. In the
United Kingdom, newer systems take the form of adaptive (or agile) policymak-
ing (APM). Adaptive policymaking explicitly accounts for deep uncertainties
prompted by the speed with which technologies evolve [13]; this is in direct
contrast to classical policymaking approaches that are ill-suited to managing
the complexities associated with cyber security [16, 29, 33].

The adaptive paradigm also markedly departs from tradition by incorporat-
ing a strategic vision and framework from which policies are derived to prepare
for negative eventualities; but it is also sufficiently flexible and dynamic to meet
changing circumstances through short-term actions [29]. In order to facilitate
this process, the proposed Evidence Quality Assessment Model seeks to vali-
date evidence quality in a timely fashion, enabling policymakers to understand
the implications of utilizing evidence and making the best judgments based on
the available evidence.

3. Assessing Evidence Quality
The Strategic Policy Making Team at the U.K. Cabinet Office [28] describes

evidence as expert knowledge, published research, existing statistics, stake-
holder consultations, previous policy evaluations, Internet resources, costing of
policy options and results from economic and statistical modeling. Davies [4]
has structured different types of evidence into controlled experimental trials
and studies, social surveys, econometrics, expert advisory groups, public atti-
tudes, ethical values such as belief and aspirations, and research evidence from
relevant sources that have been systematically searched, critically appraised
and rigorously analyzed according to explicit and transparent criteria. How-
ever, Nutley et al. [22] note that, in practice, the U.K. public sector uses a more
limited range of evidence, specifically, research and statistics, policy evaluation,
economic modeling and expert knowledge.

3.1 Subject Interviews
As part of this research, sixteen policy advisers and U.K. civil servants were

interviewed between November 2017 and February 2018. The subjects were
employed across U.K. Government departments, including the Cabinet Office,
Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS), Home Office, For-
eign and Commonwealth Office (FCO), Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs
(HMRC) and Department of Communities and Local Government (DCLG),
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along with specialist agencies such as the London Mayor’s Office for Policing
and Crime, National Crime Agency (NCA) and National Police Chiefs’ Council
(NPCC).

The interviews revealed that a very wide variety of sources are used as poten-
tial evidence for policy analysis. These include research into trends from open-
source material, forums, news articles, daily bulletins, media and newsletters;
threat intelligence reports from academia and think tanks; intelligence reports
from domestic and overseas sister agencies and restricted government informa-
tion; and crime surveys for England and Wales, action fraud and general polic-
ing data from the National Crime Agency (NCA), cyber security breach surveys
and Office of National Statistics (ONS) data sources and reports. Threat intel-
ligence reports, surveys, case studies etc. are received from government sources
(restricted and unrestricted), as well as from information technology giants
such as BAE Systems, IBM, Microsoft, Cisco and FireEye. Policy advisers
also access classified information released by law enforcement agencies and the
intelligence community.

This study has not reviewed information from the various sources because
the proposed model accounts for the use of such evidence. However, while one
may assume that the evidence is reliable, it should be considered in the context
of multiple (possibly transnational) agencies that may be trusted to varying
levels.

With regard to the use of evidence in policymaking, it should be noted that
decision making is often based on the best available evidence, although it may
not be perfect. If one individual does not offer an informed view, then someone
else who is less informed may make the decision; therefore, time is critical for
a short-term response. Long-term problems are seen differently because ample
time is available to institute the right approaches and gather the necessary
evidence. In order to evaluate policy options and identify the options that will
genuinely work, it is necessary to validate ideas and understand how to improve
the process.

Two dimensions of evidence quality are proposed: (i) evidence sources; and
(ii) evidence credibility.

3.2 Evidence Source
The evidence sources include data sources and human sources, both of which

pose unique attributes with regard to quality.

Data Sources. Technical and survey data have been used as evidence for a
variety of tasks ranging from attributing malware fragments [24] to identifying
emerging trends in the technical and social spheres [30]. An artifact of evidence
is subject to several considerations:

The scope of data collection is not always perfect. As such, it may not
always be complete to allow inferences. This is particularly problematic
when it comes to using industry sources for threat intelligence and tech-
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nological trends, which tend to increase the commercial advantage to the
organizations that collect and publish the data.

There are questions about the potential volatility of digital sources such
as computers and networks [2]. The transient nature of such sources
cannot be ignored because of the reliance on digital infrastructures for
threat sensing. Additionally, digital forensics is subject to strict chain of
custody and preservation procedures, any violation of which could cast
doubt on the integrity of data.

Analysis of data, often abstract and agnostic in nature, is open to in-
terpretation. For example, traces of malware activity may be used to
evaluate the sophistication of an attacker, which, in turn, is used as a
critical criterion for attribution [7].

The subjects interviewed in the research hailed from a number of organiza-
tions. Organizations with a tradition of national data collection and statistical
excellence, such as the Office of National Statistics (ONS) in the United King-
dom, are considered to be reliable sources, primarily because of their method-
ology and objectivity, which bolster confidence when the evidence they provide
is cited in reports to ministers.

Human Sources. Human sources, either subjects of interest observed via
some channel or knowledgeable experts who offer opinions, are also valuable
sources of evidence. With expert knowledge and commentary comes the burden
of bias and beliefs, and context and connotation. Indeed this is a substantial
challenge because cyber security, as a social construct, takes various forms, in-
cluding a political discourse that invokes the idea of a cyber “Pearl Harbor” [5].
Objective analysis of information from human sources is sensitive to the cred-
ibility of the entity that collects the information and the transparency of its
collection method.

3.3 Evidence Credibility
This section discusses credibility in terms of the methodology and provider,

both of which ultimately underpin the confidence in the presented evidence.

Methodology. The focus is on published forms of evidence to which some
notion of methodology and organization could be attributed. Of course, con-
fidential sources of threat intelligence would follow official protocols; the judg-
ment of their quality would, therefore, be left to the relevant intelligence and
policy communities.

A challenge with cyber security is the heightened interest that it attracts
due to novel technological aspects. This interest lends itself to hype as well as
a lack of balanced technical and broad knowledge to help policy perspectives.
Indeed, the level of reporting on cyber security is routinely criticized. Lee and
Rid [12] state:
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“Cynical and overstated reports ultimately lower the quality of bureau-
cratic procedures and decision making. First, such reports inform de-
cisions at both the strategic and tactical level. Intelligence reports take
highly technical data, combine the information with the interpretations of
analysts, and give a bottom line to fill knowledge gaps in the government
and guide action ... Simply put: many of these reports are incomplete or
inaccurate.”

Appropriate methodologies and analyses are key to presenting substantial
claims that result from the evidentiary artifacts. These range from empirical
analyses of data sets to qualitative and quantitative analyses of socio-technical
information.

The legal imperative regarding cyber attacks [8] implies that several at-
tributes are important if evidence is to be used for policy decisions related to
legislation or regulation, or if a state is to respond under international norms
and law. Especially important is transparency with regard to how evidence is
collected, processed, stored and handled.

Provider. Over the past two decades, an entire industry dedicated to cyber
threat intelligence has emerged. Cyber threat intelligence is an umbrella term
that refers to the collection and analysis of threat-related activity from open-
source reports, social media and dark web sources. The industry includes major
information technology and telecommunications companies, such as IBM and
Cisco, and niche operators, such as FireEye, that are focused on advanced
threats. The industry is a major source of information for government agencies
and corporations for policymaking and for making decisions about security
investments.

Geopolitical affiliations have the potential to cast a shadow on providers even
when their technical capabilities are acknowledged. Kaspersky Lab, headquar-
tered in Moscow, Russia, is an example of a provider with very well regarded
technical capabilities, including its efforts in detecting Stuxnet [10]. However,
Kaspersky Lab software is viewed with suspicion because of the potential for
its compromise by Russian Government entities. The interviews conducted in
this research also revealed that threat intelligence reports from the company
are discredited as a result of its reputation.

The situation in industry is paralleled by that for government agencies. An
example is the National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) in the United Kingdom,
whose technical mission is to provide advice and guidance on cyber-related
threats to public and private sector stakeholders. The National Cyber Security
Centre provides products in various formats, from brief weekly threat reports
with little transparency or detail [19] to detailed data-driven guidance with
clarity on methodological approaches and data provenance, such as analysis of
active cyber defense policy [14]. Indeed, the quality challenges when dealing
with a complex evidence base are clearly enunciated in the threat report [19]:

“[It is] difficult to draw concrete conclusions – especially about causality
– from our current analysis of the data. There are also some anomalies
in the data that we don’t understand yet. We’ve tried our best to be clear
about our confidence in our conclusions in this paper. People will almost
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Evidence based on data from 
reliable and regulated sources, 
with transparent and valid forensic 
methodology, using qualified tools 
that preserve integrity.   

(Most Desirable)

(Least Desirable)

Evidence based on data from 
open sources and third-party 
sites. 

Human sources with low 
credibility typically include 
media reports, online forums, 
social media and other 
testimony obtained through 
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Human sources with high credibility 
include expert witnesses, technical 
and knowledge experts specializing 
in the relevant technological and 
policy domains, and field 
operatives from the intelligence 
community. Means and methods of 
reporting are trusted and sound. 

Figure 1. Evidence Quality Assessment Model.

certainly disagree with some of the conclusions we draw here. That’s
probably a good thing as it starts to engender an evidence-based discussion
about what cyber security policy should look like going forward.”

3.4 Evidence Quality Assessment Model
This section presents the Evidence Quality Assessment Model, which reflects

the diverse nature of evidence sources and enables the quality of evidence to
be characterized despite the diversity. The proposed model is based on the
attributes discussed in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.

Figure 1 shows the proposed model. It provides a simple representation
of the quality of evidence using a two-dimensional map, where the vertical
axis captures the split in evidence sources between data sources and human
sources, and the horizontal axis expresses credibility based on the methodology
and provider. For example, the vertical axis could place the value of data
sources over the value of human sources in establishing the quality of evidence.
As a scale, it helps map evidence that combines both data and human sources
to a quality measure. The horizontal axis, on the other hand, is a continuum,
where credibility is judged on a case by case basis for each piece of evidence.
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The division into four quadrants assists in mapping pieces of evidence to a
relative quality metric in an intuitively appealing manner.

4. Model Analysis
This section illustrates the application of the Evidence Quality Assessment

Model in a typical use case involving the analysis of a collection of evidence.

4.1 Sample Selection
The application of the Evidence Quality Assessment Model is illustrated

using an evidence assessment exercise that was performed internally by a subset
of the authors of this chapter. The ten pieces of evidence shown in Table 1 were
chosen. The selection was deliberately broad and diverse to help understand
whether the proposed model helps achieve consensus across varying levels of
evidence quality. Given the current focus on the U.K. policymaking community,
all the evidence items were mentioned during the interviews or in the U.K.
policy discourse.

4.2 Scoring Analysis
A subset of the authors of this chapter, with expertise in technology and pol-

icy, assessed the evidence items individually. The assessors scored each item on
the Evidence Quality Assessment Model vertical and horizontal scales shown
in Figure 1. Similar scores were consolidated and disparate scores were dis-
cussed and a common score was negotiated by the assessors. Table 2 shows the
consolidated and negotiated source and credibility scores for the ten evidence
items.

Figure 2 shows the ten evidence items placed on the Evidence Quality As-
sessment Model map according to their consolidated and negotiated source and
credibility scores listed in Table 2.

The following details pertaining to the ten evidence items provide insights
into the consolidated and negotiated source and credibility scores, and their
placement on the Evidence Quality Assessment Model map:

NCSC Weekly Threat Report (E-1): This report is broken up into
five threat bulletins. Each bulletin has distinct topics and its analysis
varies. For example, the first bulletin includes facts from a survey that
communicate the risk and support the claims, whereas the last bulletin
only states the claims without providing details about the analysis and
findings. This makes the overall threat report slightly harder to assess
because the same methodology was not applied across the report. Fur-
thermore, in some instances, the sources of evidence were not stated.
For example, a Daesh (ISIL) claim was presented without any validation
of its sources. Another example is that the data coverage for Android
malware left some key questions unanswered: Which phone models were
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Table 1. Ten evidence items used to illustrate the proposed model.

Provider Description

NCSC NCSC provides advice and support to the U.K. public and
public sectors for addressing computer security threats.
The NCSC Weekly Threat Report issued on December 22, 2017
contains evidence on distinct security issues [19].
NCSC Password Security Guidance contains advice for
administrators on determining password policy; it advocates
a dramatic simplification of the current approach at the
system level [18].

CVE Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) catalogs cyber
security vulnerabilities and exposures related to software and
firmware in a free “dictionary” that organizations can use to
to improve their security postures.
CVE-2014-0160 refers to the Heartbleed vulnerability found
in the OpenSSL software library [20].

BBC The British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) is a British public
broadcaster.
BBC 2017 highlights the main technology events that occurred
in 2017 [3].

Foresight Foresight projects, produced by the U.K. Government Office for
Science, provide evidence to the policy community.
The Future of the Sea: Cyber Security project report informs the
U.K. maritime sector about cyber security response [25].

FireEye FireEye is a cyber security company that provides products and
services that protect against advanced cyber threats.
FireEye Operation Ke3chang investigates the Ke3chang cyber
espionage campaign [31].
Mandiant is a cyber security firm acquired by FireEye in 2013.
The Mandiant APT1 report implicates China in cyber
espionage activities [15].

IBM IBM X-Force Research is a security team that monitors and
analyzes security issues, and provides threat intelligence content.
IBM 2017 reports IBM X-Force Research’s findings for 2017 [9].

Kaspersky Kaspersky Lab is a multinational cyber security and anti-virus
provider headquartered in Moscow, Russia.
The Kaspersky Global Report covers security events from around
the globe that occurred in 2017 [11].
Securelist is a Kaspersky blog; an article in the blog discusses
how to survive attacks that seek to access and leak passwords [1].

tested? Are all Android phones at risk? Are there any impacts on An-
droid tablets?
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Table 2. Consolidated and negotiated scores for the ten evidence items.

Quality E-1 E-2 E-3 E-4 E-5 E-6 E-7 E-8 E-9 E-10
Criteria

Source 8 15 6 12 7 13 17 6 12 2

Credibility 53 65 33 49 47 52 56 63 27 17

Credibility is an assessment of the nature and provenance of 
evidence in terms of the methodology and the provider.
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Figure 2. Placement of the ten evidence items on the EQAM map.

CVE-2014-0160 (E-2): This evidence item is slightly obscure to a non-
technical cyber security analyst, but the explanation of the threat and
potential breadth of attacks are explained very well. A more accessible
explanation would be more appropriate for non-technical consumers.

BBC 2017 (E-3) This news article relies heavily on the opinions of
political leaders and acknowledged experts. While the experts can be
trusted to provide sound advice, individuals with strong political views
may be biased.
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Future of the Sea: Cyber Security (E-4): This project report heav-
ily relies on expert knowledge to provide a detailed scientific review of the
topic. Such a review is subject to considerable scrutiny in terms of the
scientific evidence selected and the corresponding inferences. However,
the scientific evidence includes a very broad mix of research studies and
technical artifacts and reports. These provide confidence in the method-
ology, but the evidence is drawn largely from human sources (of course,
in some other cases, the evidence could be purely data-driven).

FireEye Operation Ke3chang (E-5): This report was found to be
much too technical for the assessors. While it is clear that ample quanti-
tative evidence is provided, the methodology is somewhat vague at times.
Perhaps a clearer link with the context is needed at the beginning, espe-
cially related to Syria. The inferences are problematic and could under-
mine a good data source when making policy decisions.

Mandiant APT1 (E-6): The appendices to this report assist in under-
standing the methodology employed by Mandiant. Of note is the clarity
with which the evidence is used to state the findings – myriad charts,
photographs and empirical evidence. These are particularly useful in
explaining the threat and the actor to a non-technical audience. Clear
explanations of the artifacts in the report enable readers to assess the
sources and credibility, but this makes for a long and detailed document,
which negatively affects readability.

IBM 2017 (E-7): This is the most comprehensive report of the ten
evidence items analyzed in this research. It benefits from a clear descrip-
tion of the underlying methodology, including the systematic integration
of qualitative and quantitative sources. However, this may be because
IBM is in a position to comment on cyber security statistics – as outlined
in the report, thousands of customers use IBM products, which enables
the company to acquire statistics. The report is also accessible to non-
specialists because it uses clear language and provides definitions where
needed.

NCSC Password Security Guidance (E-8): This guidance is clear in
its intent: it provides readers with a visual representation of the potential
threat and risks, and how to mitigate them. While there are only two
instances of quantitative evidence, the qualitative advice comes from a
position of authority on the topic; also, the risks are communicated very
well.

Kaspersky Global Report (E-9): This report is very poorly writ-
ten, which distracts from the overall credibility of the report. Neverthe-
less, qualitative and quantitative evidence are used thoroughly, and the
methodology is very clear. Kaspersky Lab suffers from a severe lack of
trust as an evidence provider as far as the U.K. policymaking community
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is concerned. This is reflected in the low ranking of the evidence item in
Figure 2.

Kaspersky Securelist (E-10): This article makes sparse use of quan-
titative data when discussing how to survive attacks that access and leak
passwords. No statistics related to prevention are presented, nor is the
efficacy of prevention discussed. The data coverage is adequate to com-
municate the associated risk, but not enough to support the claims made
in the article. For example, the guidance on using 23-character passwords
is not substantiated. As before, Kaspersky Lab suffers from a severe lack
of trust as an evidence provider.

5. Conclusions
It is imperative to assess the quality of the evidence base used for cyber

security policymaking. The Evidence Quality Assessment Model presented in
this chapter is a simple two-dimensional map that positions evidence samples
relative to each other based on source and credibility. As such, it represents
the first step towards a tool for assessing the fitness of evidence used in cy-
ber security decision making. The use case involving representative items of
evidence demonstrates how multiple attributes may be used to compare and
contrast evidence items. The soft validation of the model also demonstrates
its potential to resolve conflicts and achieve consensus when assessing evidence
quality.

Future research will draw on senior members of the U.K. policymaking com-
munity who are well-versed in cyber security to help refine the evidence quality
criteria and formally validate the model. The effort will leverage a repository
containing a wide variety of evidence sources identified through stakeholder
engagement.
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